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existence within the city, a Captured by Moonlight monotonous job...mediocre intercourse with a
monotonous fiancee...such was once lifestyles for Jenny. She merely desired to break out for a
couple of days to the seashore together with her most sensible friend. but if she met a
mysterious guy at a seashore bar, what may one little stroll at the seashore hurt? Jenny woke
up in a totally various world, on the mercy of her captors. She vowed to escape, yet did she
really need to?
i did not consider this booklet begun very well, it was once all tell, no show, and that i thought of
now not carrying on with with it... the writer could, and should, have began a bankruptcy in. in
any case i am pleased I caught with it simply because this was once an attractive tale with
plenty of little twists.ProsThe major personality used to be a bit kooky yet I beloved her, she had
my sympathies from the beginning. uncertain over her approaching marriage ceremony you
could not aid yet cheer her on. i do not are looking to provide the plot away yet marriage isn't
anything she will get during this book!The intercourse scenes have been shockingly good! This
writer definitely understands how you can occur the heat. It was once chilly bathe time after one
paticular scene regarding a number of ladies. They have been additionally rather well written, no
longer cliched or clunky.Sevreal twists which i did not anticipate and enjoyed. ConsThe 'hero',
and that i say that loosely, used to be an odd character. i did not hot Captured by Moonlight to
him in any respect and doubted the heroine's feelings. She fell in love with a man who
kidnapped her - say Stockholm Syndrome much? I simply did not consider no matter what it
was once the writer was once attempting to construct among them. i needed her to kick his ass
now not fall for him. The plot, while good developed appeared a bit skinny at times. To be
sincere every little thing led as much as intercourse scene after intercourse scene. Now as I
stated i've got no probs with that, simply because rattling the writer can write them, yet I felt just
like the tale used to be secondary Captured by Moonlight to the sex. The finishing disapointed
me, the heroine comes throughout as very vulnerable willed and that i cannot stand that during
a romance story. i need my heroines to be strong, no longer submissive. total three stars simply
because this publication is HOT, i might suggest a learn in basic terms on that basis, yet it really
is severe erotica in my brain now not romance or erotic romance. i'm Captured by Moonlight
going to stay up for the authors subsequent publication and desire she will pay extra recognition
to the tale and a bit (just a bit less) to the sex.
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